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SpotPro Screen printed iron-on heat transfers are professional grade Heat Transfers made the same exact way 
as the traditional screen printing process. They are quality tested on a regular basis, durable and machine 
washable after they are printed. Cold wash and hang to dry recommended. 

They print on all fabric colors and work well on Cotton, Polyester and Blend Fabrics. They do Not work on low 
heat sensitive fabrics like Silk. 

Please use the free tester we send you with your order to practice the application if you need, before you start 
printing on your clothing. 

These transfers are quick and simple to apply, only the ink on the sheets transfers to the shirt.

1. You Cut the letters, numbers or decal designs off the transfer sheet.
    note: some come pre-cut already alone on the transfer sheet, no need to cut them out.

2. Iron and smooth the area where you will be printing to remove any moisture and wrinkles from the shirt.
 
3. Position the transfer letters, numbers or decals on the shirt with the INK SIDE FACING DOWN. 

4. Use the application settings below to Iron-On or Heat Press the transfers. These settings are based on the
    equipment we used to test them, we used a standard home iron and a manual heat press machine. You may
    need to make final adjustments according to the equipment you are using. For this, use the free tester we 
    sent you.

                 Home Hand Iron

Temperature Setting: 350º / 375º Fahrenheit - 177º / 190º Celsius (Cotton Setting) 
Press time: Iron the transfer for 10-15 Seconds. 
Downward Force: Medium Firm

Rub it with a cloth as it cools for 30-60 seconds and then Peel off the Transfer Paper. 

DO NOT LET IT COOL COMPLETELY - PEEL THE TRANSFER PAPER WARM

                 Heat Press Machine

Temperature Setting: 350 º Fahrenheit / 177 º Celsius 
Press Time: Press the transfer for 5-6 seconds. 
Downward Force: Medium

PEEL TRANSFER PAPER IMMEDIATELY - DO NOT LET IT COOL - PEEL IT HOT  
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